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1. This is the Year of the New Community. Four Things God calls us to do 

well and so that it becomes a culture of Skyline: 
INVITATION, RELATION. CONNECTION, INTERCESSION. 

Invitation is sharing the Gospel and inviting people to Jesus (Luke 
10:8-9) 

Relation is strengthening our relationships in our families, marriages, 

courtship (Ephesians 5:22-25, 6: 1,2,4) 

Connections is signing up and bonding in CGS and making "smaller 

families" in a growing family of the large church (Romans 12:4-5) 

Intercession means growing in personal  and corporate prayers 
(Philippians 4:1) together as a CG and a church 



CGQ: Share why every one of these is important for Skyline to make it a 
strong church and which one of these four is most important for you 

and why? How can we grow our CGs to reflect these four cultures 
together? 

2. Four Ways of Doing Invitation: 
CONTACT EVANGELISM on a one where the basis is based on Go Near, 

Overtake and Open your mouth! (Acts 8:29-34) 

RELATIONAL EVANGELISM is based on making friends, connecting and 
fellowship and then meeting their needs before proclaiming the Gospel 
(Luke 10:5-9) 

PRAYER EVANGELISM is based on praying over needs of people was 

requested or when led by the Spirit. Then share the gospel 

TEAM EVANGELISM is based upon all of us bringing people to hear the 

gospel through Sunday church, church events, the CG Outreaches or 
Alpha in the workplace! 

CGQs: Did you have the Evangelism App document whatsapped to 
you on your mobile phone?. If you don't have it, get your CGL or ZL to 

send to you asap! It will help you remember how to do all the various 
evangelisms and how to follow up a new believer for the first three 

weeks after ANYtime. 

Which style of evangelism are you most drawn to? Why? Have you 

shared the gospel with any one in the past two years? How did you do 
it? What was the outcome?  

WHAT WOULD YOU PRAY TOGETHER TO ASK GOD FOR IN THE AREA OF 
EVANGELISM THIS YEAR FOR YOU AND FOR THE CG? 


